
BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY

This award-winning course teaches students 
the practical skills to become professional 
photographers, whilst allowing them to develop 
the creativity and independence to establish 
their own photographic practice. Graduates go 
on to work as photographers, picture editors 
and researchers, artists, casting directors, 
editors, filmmakers and teachers.
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We are proud to share this work by some of our current BA (Hons) 
Photography graduating students with you. They are creative and 
critical image makers, who are keen to share their stories, their vi-
sion, their abilities and their aspirations with their audiences. Their 
talent, approach and attributes make them an absolute pleasure to 
teach and be around. Their determination, innovation, resilience 
and heart make them wonderful to work with – we hope that you will 
take the opportunity to work with some of them in the future.

Linda Marchant
Principal Lecturer, BA (Hons) Photography

https://www.ntu.ac.uk/course/art-and-design/ug/ba-hons-photography
https://www.instagram.com/ntuphotography/


AIDAN SAUNDERS 

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My photography work often focuses on the stories 
and experiences of people captured through 
photography. My interests and projects lie between 
the genres of portraiture and fashion, mainly in a 
studio environment. Often working with 35mm film 
or digital, I endeavour to create relationships 
between model and myself to discover experiences 
conveyed and spoken about through photography. 
My current project, Breaking the Binary, is a zine 
which engages with the representation of the trans/
non-binary/gender non-conforming community 
through interviews and capturing personal portraits/
fashion imagery. This project has increased its 
longevity to become a project expanding past 
university. I aspire to work within a studio working 
for an e-commerce brand, taking images for their 
websites and other sales points. At the moment, I 
am trying to gain as much experience and 
knowledge with working within the studio.
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https://aidanjamesphotography.squarespace.com/
https://www.instagram.com/aidanjamesphoto/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aidanjamessaunders


ALEX LITTLE

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

As a creative I use the medium of photography to 
explore topics and themes of personal meaning with 
the goal of gaining a better understanding of myself. 
I am drawn towards abstract ways of expression and 
unconventional uses of photography along with an 
interest for virtual photography in video game 
worlds and the landscape. I also have a strong 
passion for film and the relation between music and 
moving image. I have had previous photographic 
experience where I worked for Pasta distributer Ugo 
Foods in Borehamwood documenting factory 
procedures. I have a strong work ethic and I am 
dedicated towards producing high quality outcomes 
for the projects I work on. I am looking towards 
working through the medium of photography as well 
as potentially within the film industry.
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https://www.instagram.com/alexewlittlephotography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/alex-little-9468631bb/


ALICE HARDY

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am a UK photographer based in Nottingham and 
Rutland and I have recently completed my final year 
at Nottingham Trent University studying 
Photography. I have a particular interest in street, 
documentary and portrait film photography, and I 
love to be in the outdoors capturing life as it is and 
how I see it. I work in both colour and black and 
white photography to explore the different effects 
that photography can have on my work, as well as 
the hidden secrets that can be found within the 
world. I have recently finished my third-year degree 
project that was based on my place of work, which is 
a care home for adults with learning disabilities and 
explored the community and the relationships that 
are built there, as well as the many talents and 
abilities of the residents at the care home. I am 
extremely proud of this project and working at this 
care home has allowed me to share my passion of 
photography with the residents that I work with.
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https://alicehardyphoto.wixsite.com/photography
https://www.instagram.com/alicehardy.photography/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/alice-hardy


AMANDA SINCLAIR

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My work is predominantly inspired by mythology, 
surrealism, and expressionist art; they will often 
display characteristics of folklore within each 
separate piece of work.
Many of my concepts are intended to portray a 
dissociation with normality. In using a variety of 
forms such as ceramics, collage, and prose, I can 
explore an additional and intricate understanding of 
my ideas, often leading to new subject matter being 
discovered and the freedom to produce work which 
is multi-layered and inventive.
I am interested in displaying a connection to human 
emotion within my work and hope my images can 
provoke a response and reaction, allowing the 
audience to explore each narrative and engage in 
the subconscious context.
My intention after graduating from NTU is to 
continue to work on my personal projects and 
showcase artworks within local and international 
galleries, as well as pursuing an active participation 
in environmental photography and journalism. 
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https://www.instagram.com/pinkonero
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amanda-sinclair


ANTON ALEXANDER

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My practice has always revolved around being able 
to tell stories through my work, to attempt to shed a 
new light on whatever my subjects at the time may 
be. Lingering between documentary photography 
and photojournalism, I try to generate a sense of 
interest within the viewer - an intrigue that would 
make them want to delve deeper into the stories 
behind my subjects. The work in this showcase 
depicts my experience of the BLM movement that 
garnered so much world-wide attention in the wake 
of the George Floyd’s death. This period in time 
brought a lot of introspection not only on a societal 
level, but also on a personal level, and has proved to 
be a huge learning point for me. Truly understanding 
the roots and effects of my white privilege has 
fuelled me to explore these topics further and bring 
the conversations to different families and 
households through my photography.
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https://www.antonalexander.online/
https://www.instagram.com/antonalexanderphotography/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anton-alexander-0374671a1/


BARTLOMIEJ 
BARTUSIAK
BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My name is Bartlomiej Bartusiak and I am an 
editorial and commercial fashion photographer with 
a particular interest in social and cultural 
anthropology, as well as visual activism (especially 
human rights). I have high experience in a 
photographic studio environment as well as a 
location setting. I am an innovative and initiative 
thinker with personal experience of managing both 
independent university project and extracurricular 
opportunities in my photographic practice, 
participating in collaborative projects with students 
across the NTU fashion Department and attending 
London Fashion Week. During my time at NTU, I was 
able to participate in the SpinExpo Casa Z 
collaboration, as well as the Digital Marketing 
Academy. These have allowed me to gain 
experience in both professional studio production as 
well as marketing team workflow. Following my 
graduation at NTU, I am in pursuit of a fashion 
photography career path with the goal of relocating 
to Manchester. 
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https://brtkbartphoto.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/brtk.bart.photo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bartlomiejbartusiak/


BECKY SHERWIN

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Wrasse explores how outward expression is tied to 
gender identity, via fashion portraits. The continuity 
between the subjects is the age they are; a period 
between adolescence and adulthood where often we 
find the character we are really are. Named after the 
species of fish that changes gender across its life 
cycle, Wrasse explores gender identity as a notion 
that is completely isolated from an individual’s 
biological sex. With some fashion imagery becoming 
intertwined within gender politics, this book looks at 
the performance of gender in relation to fashion. By 
making the connection between one’s identity and 
clothing preference, Wrasse is synonymous with the 
concept of gender as something that can never be 
static. Instead, gender is illustrated here as 
something that consists of a set of external, unstable 
characteristics – in this case clothing.
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http://www.beckysherwin.com
https://www.instagram.com/beckysherwin_/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/becky-sherwin/


BELLA BLUE PLATT

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am a versatile photographer interested in capturing 
and portraying narrative through documentary and 
portrait photography. I am driven by global, social 
and personal issues in order to raise awareness to 
the stories they create. This can be shown in my 
series 'Scars' which sheds light on the invisible and 
non-physical struggles that individuals battle with 
daily. My aim as a photographer is to contribute to a 
conversation in order to offer new ways of thinking. 
This can be evidenced through the way my 
photographic practice has evolved since starting my 
degree. My series 'Signs of the Search' signified a 
conceptual and performative approach where I was 
able to produce narrative in more expressive and 
abstract ways. It showed the hidden synchronicities 
and interconnectedness of the body and the land in 
which it inhabits. My future dream job is to be a 
photojournalist or creative director.
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https://www.instagram.com/eyes.of.bella.blue/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bella-blue-platt-5888b8209/


BETH HARRISON 

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

An ambitious Photography BA Hons undergraduate 
in my final year at Nottingham Trent University, with 
a passion within the visual marketing, video and the 
photography sector. To accompany this I have 
attained several years of experience in retail and 
sales showcasing my unequivocal work ethic. 
Various projects so far have been to combat the 
awareness of Street Harassment accompanied by 
short videos and exhibitions of visual imagery 
raising awareness to the challenging issue to 
women. Utilising various visual mediums displaying 
my versatile and adaptable skillset. Achieving a first 
in my latest project when exploring the 'Magic of 
Sunlight', using the camera to capture the 
overlooked view, bringing attention to the beautiful 
images the sun creates in the forms of shadows. 
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https://www.instagram.com/_photosbybeth/


CHARLOTTE SLEEMAN 

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am an art photographer whose practice captures 
the human form and natural structures through 
metaphor and visual symbolism. My work is driven 
by creating visual imagery of conversation and 
feelings that are often difficult to communicate 
verbally, producing an image to a sensation that 
cannot be seen only felt. My recent project, 'Growing 
With 23 Degrees', is a biographical reflection of my 
childhood growing up with Scoliosis, using the 
materials around me to capture my memories and 
vulnerabilities. Through various media, I uncover the 
freedom of the body through the everyday 
experiences that one might overlook. Through my 
experience working in the curation team for the OFF 
Bratislava exhibition and my internship for 
Nottingham Playhouse in the Grads4Nottm Scheme 
designing a gallery space, I have developed a 
passion for working with curation and other artists 
artwork. These curational techniques are skills that I 
would like to continue in my future careers. 
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https://charlotte-creatives.com
https://www.instagram.com/charlottes_creatives/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/charlotte-sleeman-084bb11aa/


CODY FROGGATT

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Photography for me, is an art form, in which I can 
express myself freely. Where the only boundaries 
being the ones which I create. Through my 
university experience it has been important to 
developing my ideas, to confidently explore them, 
examine in more depth, looking at the function of 
photography, how it can be problematic and the 
functionality in which it brings to modern society. 
For my final year project, I created a book that 
visualises the Ruddington to Leicester section of the 
Great Central railway. Showcasing the end of steam, 
closure, rebirth and rise through the preservation 
movement. Showing a unique story and people, 
brought together through railways. I’ve taken 
photographs, as well working through found 
pictures and film within private archives, the public 
archives of Leicester, and most importantly the 
Great Central railway (Nottingham) archive. My 
future direction I want to be working full time for a 
museum such as the Imperial War Museum.
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https://www.codyfroggattphotography.com/
https://www.instagram.com/codyfroggattphotography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cody-froggatt-644592183/


COSMO HOOK

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am a photographer from west London with a 
passion for landscape photography, my project 
displayed in these images is titled 'Within the City 
Walls' the project is a photographic exploration of 
Nottingham as an urban metropolis, studying the 
city’s sprawling-built environment with a focus on 
Nottingham’s city limits. This project examines the 
inner city feeling defined by Nottingham’s 
constructed landscape, stemming from the city’s 
medieval past.
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https://www.instagram.com/photos_cosmo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cosmo-hook-121322210/


DANI HAWKINS

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Sculptural Intervention is my most recent body of 
work, proposing that discarded possessions can be 
seen as art. This project is inspired by the knock-on 
effect that a single act of fly-tipping can create, 
neglected possessions often build up within a single 
location and appear as sculptures within the 
environment. The camera allows us to see the world 
as we could never otherwise. Through completing 
my Photography degree, I have gained an enriched 
creative dialogue and way of thinking. Moving 
forward I aim to utilise these skills within a digital 
marketing career, combining my creativity with an 
interest in marketing and social media. To 
strengthen my employability, I completed the Digital 
Marketing Academy and google accreditations 
alongside this. The completion of this academy gave 
me a stronger knowledge and understanding of the 
digital marketing sector, as well as increased 
confidence in my ability to obtain my dream 
career.
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https://daniellahawkins.wixsite.com/my-site
https://www.instagram.com/daniellahawkins_//
http://www.linkedin.com/in/daniella-hawkins-443748198


EMILY WILDE

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Fine-art, conceptual photographer based in the 
West Midlands, UK. My practice has focused on 
personal memory and the way in which nostalgia can 
alter how we remember our lives. I have used 
photography to communicate and visualise my own 
memories that I constantly dwell and reminisce 
about. 
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http://www.emilywildecreative.com
https://www.instagram.com/emilywildecreative/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/emily-wilde-708214139/


EVIE WHITEHEAD

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I'm a 21 year old female artist based mainly between 
Nottingham and Leicester. Whilst always having a 
general passion for art, i have spent the past five 
years studying photography. I mostly work digitally, 
and experiment with digital manipulation. Aside 
from my practice, I work as a Nail Artist at RSB 
Creative Studios in Nottingham city centre, where 
we have a basement photography studio. Although i 
enjoy to keep a wide range within my practice, the 
majority of my work surrounds feminist issues - such 
as the sexual objectification of women - which i 
believe to be vastly important whilst also working in 
the beauty industry. I aim to spread awareness of 
these issues through my art and work. 
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https://www.eviewphotography.net/
https://www.instagram.com/eview.photography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/evie-whitehead-62905320a/


HARRIET SHARLAND

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

The medium of photography has always acted as a 
tool of reflection for me. In my most recent project, I 
use photography to explore themes such as family, 
childhood and memories. Over the past year, my 
eldest brother Tom, a young man with ASD (autism 
spectrum disorder), has become my main 
inspiration for creating work. I focus on my own 
personal experiences of growing up and seeing Tom 
see the world around him. Throughout the project, I 
create fanciful and nostalgic imagery that both 
celebrates and embraces childhood and diversity.
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https://www.instagram.com/photos_by_harriet/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/harrietsharland/


HOLLY BROWN

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am fascinated by a person’s identity which my work 
frequently reflects this in an editorial style. I 
challenge myself by learning new skills so I can 
explore different creative ways to express my ideas, 
which often alternate between photography, 
videography and mixed media. The freedom of 
switching between different medias means I have no 
boundaries and allows my creativity to flow freely 
which stems from my love of editing. I am evolving to 
better my work and create more captivating visuals. 
Recently my photograph was chosen to be used as 
part of the advertisement for the Nottingham Trent 
University arts online showcase which will be 
promoted across Nottingham. Hopefully, this 
exposure to my work will aid me towards my goal of 
working as a social media content creator. 
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https://www.instagram.com/holly.took.these/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/holly-brown-b27214208/


JAMES HOLYOAK

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am an aspiring professional Press and Editorial 
photographer. Based in Glen Parva, Leicestershire, I 
am well versed in travelling from one end of the 
country to the other. As a creative, I specialise as a 
sports photographer, predominantly football. I also 
operate in other areas of photography, such as 
portraits and events. I would be happy to work as an 
image-maker for sports, events and news photo 
agencies, direct commissions from newspapers and 
magazines, book-publishers, or advertisers. I am in 
the early stages of my career; my final year 
dissertation was based on photojournalism. That 
said, I have already had my work published by The 
Times, Forbes, The Daily Mirror, The Daily Express, 
and The Sun amongst others. My aim is to secure 
regular work as a staff photographer or to win a 
contract with a business who requires someone with 
my skills. If you are looking to source a skilled 
photographer to undertake a commission or to fill a 
shift, please get in touch...
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https://jamesholyoakphotographer.com
https://www.instagram.com/james_l_holyoak/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-holyoak-62730a11b/


JESS CRAFT

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Fashion and portrait photography are my areas of 
expertise and I wish to have a successful career 
working for a fashion magazine. I will be graduating 
this summer and moving to Manchester, showing 
how extremely passionate I am about taking on my 
career path as soon as possible. Photography is my 
highest skill and having to learn all the extra 
practices has allowed me to develop as a creative 
and realise all the immense opportunities I now 
have. During my studies, I collaborated with other 
art students, Spinexpo was a huge opportunity and 
it allowed me to work alongside models, MUA’s, and 
talented fashion creatives. I have achieved a 
certificate in Digital Marketing and Google 
Analytics, as well as working as a retoucher and 
product photographer whilst studying at NTU. This 
has allowed me to understand work ethic and 
provides evidence to future employers that I have a 
high drive for success.
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http://www.jesscraftphotography.com
https://www.instagram.com/jesscraftphoto/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jesscraftphotography/


JIM PRITCHARD

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Jim Pritchard is a photographer and contemporary 
artist living and working in the UK. His practice is 
interested in exploring notions of identity, society 
and the function of culture within a globalised world. 
Born and raised in the UK, he spent several years 
travelling and working around the world, in areas 
such as Australia, New Zealand, Europe and 
Scandinavia. These experiences have infused him 
with a passion and interest in our sense of ‘place’ 
along with our relationship with home and identity. 
He explores these investigations through the use of 
portraiture, still-life and landscape work utilising a 
combination of digital, analogue and alternative 
technologies in the production of his work. During 
his time at University Jim has constantly worked to 
refine and expand his photographic work and visual 
knowledge, engaging with conversations about a 
wide variety of topics. 
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https://jimpritchardphoto.myportfolio.com/home
https://www.instagram.com/jimpritchard_/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-pritchard-862b6b109/


JON CORNISH

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

1024 explores the abundance of data and 
advancements in AI technology and its ability to 
perform human like actions. This collection of 
images are only a selection of all 1024 prints Jon has 
created as well as a vast collection of images and 
videos created digitally. Jon's work looks at 
combining a traditional tactile process of making 
‘Chemigrams’ and using machine learning to 
generate a unique and infinite number of vectors 
that a computer understands to be a chemigram 
without any prior knowledge of the images. The 
process of creating chemigrams is a time consuming 
and physical process that limits the number of prints 
that are able to be made. The idea of an infinite 
number of physical prints is incomprehensible 
however with the use of AI allows the possibility of 
making an infinite number of digital renders. 
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https://joncornishphoto.art/
https://www.instagram.com/jcornishphoto/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathan-cornish-45015a174/


JORDAN HOLMES

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Jordan's passions lie in the subject of Photography, 
she enjoys capturing fashion & beauty as well as 
portraits. Outside of university, you will find her 
connecting with her friends as well as researching 
the latest fashion trends, or helping her mum dog 
walking.Her most recent work focuses on 
influencers and authenticity on Instagram, alongside 
that she also focused on Influencers for her 
dissertation. She chose influencers as her topic of 
choice as she finds the social media world so 
interesting, and as a consumer of social media she 
thought it would be interesting to investigate the 
topic more. Alongside her studies, she also works 
part-time, balancing both has given her valuable and 
transferable skills that she plans to use in the future 
and overall, has given her a stronger work ethic. In 
terms of future plans, Jordan wants to work in the 
creative field, whether it be through marketing or in 
the studio. However for the next year, she is open to 
any opportunities that come her way.
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https://www.instagram.com/jordanholmescreative/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jordanpaigeholmes/


JOSEPH THORNLEY

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I am a motivated landscape photographer from the 
North-West whose practice explores the dynamics 
of industry, humanity and environmentalism. Ever 
since I first picked up a camera I’ve been interested 
in how relationships between humans and nature 
present themselves in the landscape and across the 
last 3 years this interest snowballed into an 
exploration of these environmental tensions. My 
most recent work ‘River Trent: Humans and Ecology’ 
employs a dual scientific-photographic strategy to 
investigate the River Trent as a vital ecosystem, one 
that’s particularly vulnerable in the current 
geological epoch ‘the Anthropocene’. Furthermore, I 
have partaken in a diverse range of jobs, from joiner 
to lead barista, which has given me great business 
awareness and an all-round versatility, with a 
willingness to take on any task. My ambition is to use 
the skills gained from my degree and previous 
employment roles to take on a job in the creative 
industry that works toward climate justice.
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http://www.jthornley.myportfolio.com
http://www.instagram.com/thornleyjose
https://www.linkedin.com/in/joseph-thornley-85a63220a/


KACY CAPES

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

The body is the main issue in my work, this is about 
my own body and how I feel inside of it and how 
women are being treated to show their bodies if 
they’re the normal beauty standard. Self Image is 
also a part of the issue, as we are told that the image 
of one’s self is extremely important and if we don’t 
have a good self image we won’t get far in life. I have 
started to look at Renaissance paintings from 
Botticelli and Titian, as well as the paintings of Peter 
Paul Rubens. Their work has influenced me greatly 
because of how they use softer type bodies for the 
women, which was my main focus of my own work. 
Being able to relate to the women in the paintings 
because they are softer and plump. Renaissance 
paintings have been my biggest influence, because 
of how much they express in the paintings, not only 
different body shapes and types, but also themes of 
love, passion, marriage, acceptance. Having the 
influence of renaissance paintings grounds my work 
within art history.
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https://www.instagram.com/kacy_photo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kacy-capes-a5a905156/


KATERINA PANARETAKI

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Katerina is a visual artist whose interest and passion 
revolve around various crafts. She has personal and 
professional experience in numerous creative 
sectors such as photography, creative writing, film 
and crafts.
Her work has a poetic essence and is highly 
symbolic. She dives into the world of Surrealism 
whenever she feels the need to express her inner, 
subconscious voice and uses the technique of 
automatism to materialise her thoughts and feelings 
whether it be in visual or written work.
Her most recent body of work called ""A Lover's 
Elegy"" represents the complex yet close 
relationship between death and sensuality through 
lyrical images and writing, that draw upon 
surrealism in its prime era (1920s). She is currently 
working on other personal projects (visual and 
written work) which she is hoping to exhibit/ publish 
in the upcoming year.
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https://katerinapanaretaki.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kat.panaretaki/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katerina-panaretaki-26a822209/


KATIE KINZETT

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My main body of work is a photography project 
titled, Every hour is golden. This is an exploration of 
my current environment, recording the beauty in the 
everyday, looking at traces of existence and focusing 
on making the mundane beautiful. Approaching this 
subject with sensitivity and delicacy, documenting 
and engaging with my environments in order to 
understand the world and notice these small traces. 
I predominantly use analogue technologies in order 
to make my work, this being something that I am 
very passionate about, seeing the process from the 
negative to print, all being handmade, further 
adding to this idea of a trace evident in the work. The 
work was featured in exhibition 'Finding a way 
home'. Now my studies have finished, I am 
continuing to volunteer at The Photo Parlour in 
Nottingham, as well as developing my creative 
practice further. This including planning and 
entering exhibitions, and creating handmade prints 
from photographic negative. 
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https://katie-kinzett-heqt.format.com/
https://www.instagram.com/katiekinzett_/?hl=en-gb
https://www.linkedin.com/in/katie-kinzett-3484aa206/


KELLY HUNT

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

A
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http://www.Kellyhunt.format.com


LOUISA POWER

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

The moment I step outside I am faced with my own 
mortality. As a vulnerable person coronavirus has 
forever changed the way I perceive and interact with 
the world. Through a series of portraits and 
landscapes my project aims to explore themes of 
touch, isolation and confrontation of mortality.
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https://www.instagram.com/louisapowerphotography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/louisa-power-a77088193


MEGAN CAMPE

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Influenced by my passion for animals and 
storytelling, my photographic field of interest 
includes the exploration of the character of modern-
day pets. Aiming to tell the story of beings that 
themselves have no words, I have developed skills 
that allow me to capture a subject’s essence through 
both photo- and videography in the studio as well as 
on location.
My presence on social media platforms such as 
Instagram and TikTok has led to collaborations with 
brands and other creators, giving me valuable 
experience in working both independently and 
within a team of artists. My passions furthermore 
include documentary and music photography, the 
latter being an interest that I have been able to 
explore through working with musicians and bands 
both on- and backstage over the past three years.
I am planning on relocating to Manchester this 
summer to build my portfolio as well as establish 
connections that will allow me to pursue a career in 
the music or film industry. 
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https://www.meganxcampe.com/
https://www.instagram.com/littlemisspolli
https://www.tiktok.com/@littlemisspolli?
https://www.linkedin.com/in/megan-campe/


MEGAN WILDE

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

This particular project stems from examining the 
contrast between store bought flowers and the 
native wildflowers of England. It’s aim is to look into 
the rigid cosmetic perfection of mass manufactured 
flowers versus the natural beauty of flowers grown in 
the wild. I am looking at what makes these flowers 
beautiful, whether it is the harsh freedom of the 
wildflowers or the modification of the store bought, 
both come from vastly different worlds that I have 
been able to explore.
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https://meganwildephotography.myportfolio.com
https://www.instagram.com/m.wilde_photography/
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/megan-wilde-02b527181


MICHAEL MCCORRY-
AVILA 
BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

During my studies at Nottingham Trent University I 
was able to partake in a broad range of photographic 
practices. None so more than my final year, in which 
I undertook a project to explore the issue of rough 
sleeping in Nottingham. The project enabled me to 
meet many different people from a variety of 
backgrounds. Ultimately it enabled me to use 
photography to capture those faces we often walk by 
on the streets, and plant them in front of those that 
view my work. Documenting the streets like this 
gave me a chance to ask these individuals about 
their experiences while rough sleeping in the city we 
both call home. 
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https://www.michaelmaphoto.co.uk/
https://www.instagram.com/mma.photography_/?hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-mccorry-avila-a2a43a16b/


NATALIE SHURETY

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

The photo book ‘The paths I trace are not the only 
paths’ works to suggest walking is a way that we 
connect ourselves to the world by reflecting on the 
different scenery, people and animals that we 
encounter. When turning over the pages of the photo 
book, the viewer is presented with the motion and 
rhythm experienced on a walk through the specific 
positioning of the photographs on the page. For 
example, a walker will turn their head to the side or 
upwards to get a better look. The photographs have 
been sequenced in a specific way to resonate with 
the viewer; bringing them back to a similar scene 
they have experienced themselves on their own 
walks.
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https://www.natalieshuretycreative.com
https://www.instagram.com/natalieshuretycreative/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/natalie-shurety-b795701a5/


NIRATCHAYA MIRIN

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Photography has always been something I am 
interested in. Especially Street Photography, I 
always learnt about life by looking through street 
photography point of views. There are so much 
movement and emotions, yet the work always 
speaks for itself. My favourites pictures of my own 
work would be my final project, which inspired by 
Lee Friedlander. The photographs that I choose to 
showcase show the everyday life and the urban 
landscape in Peterborough. As moving forward, I will 
continue to look at life through street photography. 
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https://www.instagram.com/pammy_photography_/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/niratchaya-mirin-806574200/


OLIVIA EVANS

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Hi, I'm Olivia! My project is called 'Into the Garden' 
produced during the pandemic and centred around 
the relationship between people and place. My work 
is always intensely personal and for me, the 
pandemic forced me to acknowledge the gaps in my 
closest relationships with my son and partner. This 
work acts as a visual representation of how our 
intimate relationships were influenced by our 
environment and how our spaces have changed. I 
am passionate about exploring human relationships 
and creating visual narratives. However, my 
interests are not limited to photography and does 
extend to illustration, film, animation and marketing. 
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https://oliviaevanscreates.myportfolio.com/portfolio
https://www.instagram.com/olivia.evans.photography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olivia-evans-b40171112/


OLIVIA RYAN

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

How does photography play a role in our wellbeing? 
Can we find emotional and psychological support 
from photography? Does this help us interpret the 
world we live in? Abstract metaphorical topics and 
non-literal relationships of images captured can be 
another way of understanding the important matters 
represented by the photographer. This project 
explores this narrative, resisting the literal 
interpretation of mental health issues through the 
idea of performance. Also raising awareness of the 
relationship between photography and how it can 
support mental health throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic focusing on the feelings of anxiety, 
loneliness and depression. 
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https://www.instagram.com/olivia.ryannnn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/olivia-ryan-19a1111a9/


PATRYK STEFANSKI

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Product, Sports, Landscape, Architectural, these 
are the types of photography that I am interested 
in!
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https://patrykstefanskiphotography.com/
https://www.instagram.com/patryk.stefanski.photography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/patryk-stefanski-photography/
https://www.youtube.com/c/PocketPixelYT/


REBECCA JONES

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

I see myself as a still life and fine art photographer, 
passionate about transforming the familiar into the 
unfamiliar. I am particularly inspired by nature and 
the natural forms of flowers and botanicals; the ever-
changing intricacy and abstraction these subjects 
evoke has become a frequent study within my work. 
Each of my experiences as an artist is an education 
and contributes to my holistic development. My 
work and creative understanding only progresses. 
These images come from a project called 'The 
Poetry of Flowers': a photographic attempt to 
capture the fragility of life using the symbolism of 
flowers to convey my thoughts and feelings about 
life, love and death. Each of these subjects 
photographed also has a special relationship to me 
as an artist, they represent the memory of 
something which has both passed and is yet 
somehow preserved as a physical object. 
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https://www.rebeccaspencerjones.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/photographer_bex/


SALLIE ANN MUDIE 

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

Throughout this course and my final project, I feel as 
though I found a passion for still life in relation to 
memento mori. Going forward after university I want 
to continue to progress with this project with still life 
and have a future becoming a professional 
photographer within this genre. 
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https://www.instagram.com/sallie.mudiephotographs/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/salmudphotography/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQuqeud35OHtLc2MFMUA2OA


SHERYL ATTEWELL

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

After making many bodies of work that focus on 
personal subject matters, my latest project, Kith and 
Kin, turns a traditional family album into a 
conceptual piece of photographic work. The work 
follows on from previous collections such as 
Undergrowth, A Newer Home and Julian Road, 
which were also made in response to what 'home' 
has meant to me. Alongside conceptual projects, I 
have also been apart of the start-up production 
company, TheThreeLancers, by assisting on set and 
shooting/editing many of their recent film posters. 
The poster set made for their short film series, The 
Humming, was a semi-finalist in the Laurus Film 
Festival. Much of my work is made in hope to find 
solace from hardships I have faced and putting that 
work in the public eye is something I hope to do 
more of. 
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https://sherylattewell.com/
https://www.instagram.com/sheryl.jpeg/


SIOBHAN JACKSON

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

In my final year of university I wanted to create a 
body of work that discussed important topics in 
today’s society, exploring themes that I was 
passionate to learn more about, and that would 
challenge my creativity. In result, I created the 
photobook Woman to Woman. The photographs 
which I present within the photobook Woman to 
Woman focuses on the details of the bodies of my 
Mother and I to analyse the connection shared 
between a mother and daughter whilst also 
representing the powerful changes female bodies 
undergo throughout womanhood. The photographs 
capture the authentic textures and magnificence of 
female flesh to reveal that as women, daughters, and 
mothers we can accept our bodies for all it does. 
Woman to Woman holds an important conversation 
on the shared connection between women, whilst 
also illustrating that it is possible to accept natural 
bodily changes and embrace the beauty within the 
marks they create.
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https://siobhanjacksonphoto.wixsite.com/siophotography
https://www.instagram.com/siobhanjacksonn/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/siobhan-jackson-953446189/


TAMARA CLARKE

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My name is Tamara Clarke, and I am a BA(Hons) 
Photography 2021 graduate. Aside from 
photography being my main passion, I also enjoy 
going to the gym in my spare time, and have a keen 
interest in sports nutrition as this coincides with my 
part time job. Throughout my three years at NTU, 
my photography has ranged from documentary style 
street photography, nature, focusing on detail within 
nature, to what it currently is; landscapes. I would 
love more opportunities to broaden my experience in 
shooting different things, for example still life 
photography has always intrigued me, but I've never 
had the opportunity to shoot in that way. In the 
future whenever possible, I would like to travel more 
to photograph exciting new places around the world, 
experiencing different cultures alongside creating a 
portfolio of work.
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https://www.instagram.com/tamaraclarkephotography/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tamara-clarke-584364208/


TATE ASHLEN 
DANNIELLE ALLEN
BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

My work engages with the complexities of 
landscape, as nature and land is sculpted for us, by 
us, which inherently becomes unnatural. In order to 
engage with some of the complexities whereby 
humans shape the land for our economic gain and 
aesthetic pleasure, I deconstruct and reconstruct 
landscapes I photograph to try to understand and 
bring attention to complexities. To me, nature meant 
peace and comfort, a place to relax. Now I 
understand that landscapes are ways of seeing, 
through political and economic agendas, previously 
holding negative connotations through constructing 
land to promote wealth. This is my restructured 
perspective of landscapes.
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https://tateashlendannielle.myportfolio.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tateashlendannielle/
http://www.linkedin.com/in/tateashlendannielleallen


WILL WRIST

BA (H) PHOTOGRAPHY 

William Wrist is a 21-year-old photographer, 
originally from Stoneleigh. He has a passion for 
capturing people’s personality and character, 
making sure to tell a story through one single 
photograph. Originally focusing purely on Fashion 
and Music photography he has developed his skills 
whilst at university and can now adapt his work to fit 
a desired brief or concept.
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https://willwristphotography.myportfolio.com
https://www.instagram.com/will_wrist_photo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/will-wrist-a628b31a2/
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